SOUTHERN
HARRIS COUNTY

S

outhern Harris County, Georgia is
home to this unbelievable renovation.
While the full demo and redesign of
the Kitchen and Bathrooms really
increased the feel and all around functionality
the modern interior design is the main factor
in the final look of this gem! While material
finishes in a renovation from the plumbing
fixtures, tile, hardwood flooring, cabinet style,
paint, and lighting are important, interior
décor matters a great deal. It’s like anything
else if you purchase in order to achieve the full
look the extras are a necessity. You can find
these type design pieces at a variety of price
points. Depending on the décor you are going
for will determine where to start looking for
these unique accessories.
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With our client’s hard work and hands on
approach throughout the entire process this
renovation proved to be a success.
The wall mount lavatory faucets added the
perfect touch to the double vanity with under
mount sinks. The 1x2 in mosaics on the vanity
Splash tied in with the shower floor and ceiling.
Matching granite on the shower seat and vanity
top further connected the earth tone look.
Harris County isn’t known for its extremely
harsh winter weather however it does dip
down low enough for our clients to take
advantage of the Schluter Heated Floor
System installed in the bathroom and walk
in closet. Keeping a nice toasty temperature
when in need.

Extending the luxurious experience
in shower with a unique barrel
ceiling, full bench seat along the back
wall, dual shower heads and dual
temperature controls, Zero entry
shower floor for a sleek look and easy
of entrance.

A

s mentioned
earlier our
client’s choice of
décor was excellent
to say the least
rounding out the
elegance of this
Luxury Bathroom
Spa Retreat!
The hall way bath may be small but
the unique vanity choice of an antique
style furniture piece was meant for
this space. Design may not be a full
time job for these homeowners but
professional designers should take
note! The hanging round mirror
added the perfect amount of depth
to this smaller bath. Utilizing a 12x24
floor tile really appeared to open it
up of course the newly added pocket
door didn’t hurt. The shower walls
really accepted the 6x12 porcelain tile
and 5/8 mosaics mixture putting the
final stamp on the modern design.
Boasting beautiful Acacia Prefinished
hardwood floors throughout the
entire property enhanced the
open floor plan desired by the
client. Classic Hardwood Floors,
Ray Bazonski, really did a beautiful
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installation here showcasing
his quality and attention to
detail.
The design choice of lighting
type and paint finishes pushed
this renovations luxury feel to
greater heights.
The Kitchen and dining
room open concept makes
for enjoying roomy family
gatherings. Our clients choice
of Electrolux appliances with
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stainless finish fit comfortably
surround by the natural
earth tone custom cabinets.
Typhon Bordeaux granite and
the classic tumbled marble
backsplash with metal inserts
provide a subtle elegance
like no other especially in this
setting.
Our handy client’s interior
design skill and hands on
approach proved to really
shine in the rock choice for
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the fireplace and a custom
made mantle designed built
and installed.
While there is no such thing as
a perfect renovation the level
of elegance achieved here is
really inspiring. We are always
improving and expanding
our knowledge to ensure a
successful renovation.
Thank you to the The Bazonski
Family for their trust in
Kennedy Kitchens and Baths.

CUSTOM

BATHROOM REMODELING
Custom Bathroom
Remodeling” is
a term used by
every contractor
these days. But just what is a
“Custom Bathroom Remodel”?
Can every contractor give me
a “Custom” remodel?
Because we are referencing
construction we will need to
define “custom-built”. The
definition is as follows:

to get that anyway it’s not an
automatic increase in price. Or
is it?

custom-built

of an individual buyer.
Being that said, what are
you really getting that is
“custom”? No two homes are
built the exact same EVER. So
the term “custom” in terms
of construction is irrelevant.
Every job is “custom” built to
a specific persons request.
Either an architect, husband,
wife, mother-in-law, or
whoever someone made the
decision or “plan” and it was
implemented.

adj (of cars, houses, etc) made
according to the specifications

This is not a bad thing just
remember, you were going

1. To make over in structure or
style; reconstruct.

Now let’s define the word
“remodel”:

re•mod•el
(rē-mŏd’l)
tr.v. re•mod•eled,
re•mod•el•ing, re•mod•els
also re•mod•elled or
re•mod•el•ling
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OOOKK? If your reconstructing something
or altering the existing then it’s already
“custom”,right?
SO we have established that yes every
bathroom remodel is custom.
Now I know what your thinking ‘that’s just
what it’s called’. Your right is called that by
every remodeler, your job is no different.
Different colors, different faucet fixtures,
different layout. Yet the same remodeler
producing the same old played out style.
Now Luxury Bathroom Renovations is
completely different!
Let’s start by defining the word “luxury”:
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lux•u•ry
(lŭg′zhə-rē, lŭk′shə-)
n. pl. lux•u•ries
1. Sumptuous or extremely comfortable living
or surroundings: lives in luxury.
2. a. Something that is not essential but
provides pleasure and comfort: felt entitled
to a few luxuries after somuch hard work.
b. Something that is desirable but expensive
or hard to obtain or do: did not have the
luxury of working in anup-to-date laboratory.
A little different huh? Notice the B part, go
ahead read it again let that sink in.
Now let’s define the word “renovation” or
“renovate”:
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ren•o•vate
(rĕn′ə-vāt′)
tr.v. ren•o•vat•ed,
ren•o•vat•ing, ren•o•vates
1. To return to a
condition of newness,
as by repairing or
remodeling.
2. To impart new vigor to;
revive.
[Latin renovāre, renovāt- :
re-, re- + novāre, to make
new (from novus, new; see
newo- in Indo-European
roots).]
ren′o•va′tion n.
ren′o•va′tive adj.
ren′o•va′tor n.
Number 1 references
returning to a condition
of “NEW” and number 2
references “REVIVE”.
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SO do you want a
bathroom that is
New,Revived and Hard
to Obtain by most?
Then you need a
LUXURY BATHROOM
RENOVATION!
If you do and you are
in the Columbus Ga,
Perdido Key Fl, Orange
Beach Ala, Auburn Ala
area you are in the
right place. There are
quite a few to choose
from. Below is a list
of qualified Luxury
Bathroom Renovation
Contractors.
“Custom Bathroom
remodelers” are a dime
a dozen. They all took
the same class at Home
Depot.
Do yourself a favor and
invest as much in your
Luxury Renovation
Firm as you do in your
Renovation itself it will
make a difference!
RE: www.
thefreedictionary.com
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SPONSERS:
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KING OF RENOVATIONS

EMAIL: JEFFKENNEDY78@GMAIL.COM
WEBSITE: WWW.KENNEDYKITCHENSANDBATHS.COM

706.888.8832
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